SAP ERP
Financials & Logistics
From strategic consultancy to personalized customer solutions
All-rounder SAP ERP

Many companies – not just large corporations, but also mid-sized businesses – have been using SAP ERP actively for years and appreciate the benefits of an integrated system architecture. They utilize their ERP systems both to transparently map their business processes and to systematically optimize value creation processes, tailored precisely to individual needs and business requirements. The SAP ERP Financials modules extend this to simplify financial management work even for complex organizations.

As does SAP ERP Operations: this solution simplifies process handling in the areas of logistics, product development, procurement, production, sales and service. Information Services at BASF have long specialized in sectors such as the process and automotive industries. Whether SAP-based or third-party, we have the expertise to implement any solution – and can even handle solutions tailored precisely to the customer if required. Our SAP ERP Financials & Logistics solutions support your business in the following areas:

Pick the winning team: SAP Financials and Logistics plus EDI

SAP ERP Financials

Extend your existing finance system to include new functionality for establishing fully-integrated financial processes:
- Centralized accounting and reporting functions
- Applications for financial and payment processes
- Treasury Management
- Compliance and Performance Management
- Support for all key international financial reporting standards and currencies
- More than 45 country-specific versions and languages
- Integration of customers, vendors and banks

SAP ERP Operations

Maximum added value and support for centralized operating activities
- Procurement and logistics
- End-to-end processes, from self-service purchase requisitions through to flexible billing and payment processing
- Optimization of physical flows of material
- Product development and manufacturing: integrated production control
- Sales and service: improving performance for customer-oriented processes

SAP Warehouse Management

We use SAP WM to optimize your warehouse management system, bringing transparency to your stock control and warehouse management.
Our expertise at a glance

EDI Cockpit
Our improved EDI Cockpit solution provides a clear and highly visual representation of the wealth of information that is provided by EDI messaging from a range of application areas.

SAP Handling Unit Management
HU Management replaced an in-house pallet database used for the recording, put-away, picking and transfer of containers, rolls and pallets, and added integration into downstream logistics processes.

Template Factory
The use of SAP templates can offer strategic and operational advantages for your company. This applies in particular if you are involved in the same or similar kinds of operations in different companies and at different locations and this has resulted in the establishment of standards. The template copy process creates many synergy effects. These lead to reductions in errors, time savings and audit trails – all with minimal manual effort.

Reporting for sales units
We have developed a range of customer-specific reporting solutions that can support your business operations by supplying the information you need on an ad hoc basis.

EDI
Electronic exchange of information and data between business partners. Saving you time and money, and offering the following benefits:
- Process optimization as a result of simplification and streamlining
- Improvements in data quality by avoiding multiple data entry points
- Reducing the costs incurred by processing paper documents
- Global acceptance for this data exchange format
- Increasing market share by expanding external partnerships
- Benefits vendor selection and therefore enhances your competitive edge

Customer service improvements via increased availability and delivery capability
Avoidance of data migration and management
Improved business relationships between partners, thanks to faster and more flexible response times

Regardless of the area you want to focus on: we can offer our long-standing experience and industry expertise, the creation of functionality that adds value and reporting for transparency and compliance, improved flexibility for your business processes and a helping hand in working to reduce overheads.

Your benefits at a glance
- Application of a 360° view to the modeling of logistics processes
- Consultancy and deployment of successfully implemented solutions and best practice
- Industry-specific, long-standing expertise
- Reductions in operating costs
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. They do not constitute the agreed contractual quality of the product and, in view of the many factors that may affect processing and application of our products, do not relieve processors from carrying out their own investigations and tests. The agreed contractual quality of the product at the time of transfer of risk is based solely on the data in the specification data sheet. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions, weights, etc. given in this publication may change without prior information. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our product to ensure that any proprietary rights and existing laws and legislation are observed (7/2009).